Abstract: Lead frames have been widely used in the semiconductor package assembly industry; a lot of demand is still maintained in fields requiring high reliability, such as automobiles, although many fields are being replaced by laminated substrates according to the recent electronic package product trend that requires high I/O pin count. The purpose of this paper is to introduce two-layer Rt-QFN, one of the lead frame-based coreless substrates. (Rt-QFN is a trademark of Haesung DS, which means premold type lead frame substrate.) Two-layer Rt-QFN can secure more advanced design freedom compared with the lead frame and thus has I/O pin count coverage intermediate between the lead frame and laminated substrate. In addition, Rt-QFN can exhibit excellent heat dissipation performance by replacing via holes of the laminated substrate with Cu bumps formed by etching. CAE analysis showed that the thermal resistance of the two-layer Rt-QFN substrate was about 23% lower than that of the laminate substrate. The excellent heat dissipation property of two-layer Rt-QFN allows it to replace the existing expensive ceramic substrate and can achieve cost savings. In addition, the sputtering technique, including the LIS (Linear Ion Source) module, was introduced as a method to sufficiently secure the interfacial adhesion between the resin/Cu interface, which is a key factor in producing a two-layer substrate. As a method to enhance the interfacial adhesion between the resin/Cu interface, the collimated mode of LIS was used in the Ar atmosphere inside the vacuum chamber to activate the resin surface. After plasma pretreatment on the surface of the resin, a Cu seed layer was continuously formed by sputtering. As a result, it was possible to secure the high reliability of the two-layer Rt-QFN substrate, and it was confirmed through the evaluation of interfacial adhesion of more than 1.2 kgf/cm during the peel-off tape test at the resin/Cu interface and further moisture absorption evaluation.
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1. Introduction

The semiconductor package industry is rapidly evolving from the lead frame packages to much more complex packages such as wafer-level packages and multichip module packages, as their application has been expanded from the traditional PC industry to many other applications, such as mobile phones, telecommunications, automobiles, etc. [1–3]. Accordingly, the semiconductor package industry market is continuously demanding trends such as small form factors, high thermal and electrical performance, and low cost. Among the various markets for semiconductor electronic devices, the automotive market is one of the fastest growing. Especially as automobiles have become more and more electric recently, it is inevitable that many functional electronic devices, such as ADAS sensors, computing devices, and connectivity devices, are going to be applied to automobiles [4,5]. These new kinds of electronic devices for the automotive industry require semiconductor packaging technology that exhibits high reliability and high thermal performance so that the electronics can operate under harsh conditions and realize high power density and efficiency [6–8].
In particular, silicon carbide (SiC), which has recently been spotlighted as a semiconductor material for automobiles, has superior thermal and electrical performance compared with the conventional silicon chip. The SiC-based power devices are able to implement a much smaller form factor and higher performance than the Si-based devices [9,10]. Since effective thermal management for the electronic devices of the automobiles plays a key role in improving the performance of the power package, the use of such a high-performance chip also requires various packaging materials such as substrates, die-attach materials, interconnects, and encapsulations that exhibit excellent heat-dissipation properties [11–14]. Accordingly, as a semiconductor substrate for automobiles, a power module structure using a lead frame and Cu clips with excellent heat dissipation characteristics, or a structure using a DBC ceramic substrate, is more widely adopted.

Haesung DS is one of the main suppliers of semiconductor substrates that produce both lead frame substrate and laminated substrate [15–17] and is developing a more advanced substrate technology that is based on its long experience [18]. As one of the developing technologies, the two-layer Rt-QFN substrate technology to be introduced in this paper is a new type of metal-base substrate that complements the weakness of the existing lead frame substrate and laminated substrate technology. Rt-QFN substrate technology is based on the lead frame manufacturing technology, including shape processing through etching, and the structural advantages are realized by filling some areas with mold compound materials. More practically, two-layer Rt-QFN technology secures the premolding structure and thereby provides high design flexibility, enabling various kinds of substrate designs, such as long lead, no tie-bar, and no pad designs, that could not be realized in the existing lead frame technology. In addition, this technology can achieve superior heat dissipation characteristics compared with the laminated substrate because a wide area of Cu connection path can be secured by replacing small-sized via holes with Cu bumps formed by an etching process.

In this paper, the following tasks were performed to implement and evaluate this new type of metal-based substrate. Firstly, a reel-to-reel process for fabricating a two-layer Rt-QFN substrate structure was established, and an actual product was implemented according to the process. After that, the key processes were optimized to ensure the high quality of the product, and reliability evaluation was performed accordingly. Lastly, the thermal performance assessments were carried out for the developed two-layer Rt-QFN through the CAE simulation, and they were compared to other types of substrates, such as a laminated substrate or ceramic substrate.

2. Two-Layer Rt-QFN Substrate Technology

2.1. Two-Layer Rt-QFN Manufacturing Processes Flow

In general, a metal-based lead frame substrate and a laminate substrate, using copper clad laminate as raw material, are most commonly used in semiconductor packaging. The two kinds of substrates have different manufacturing processes, structures, advantages, and disadvantages, and new types of substrate technologies are continuously emerging to complement the strengths and weaknesses of these existing substrates. Two-Layer Rt-QFN, an advanced substrate technology, is based on the lead frame substrate technology. Unlike a lead frame that forms a substrate structure only by an etching process, Rt-QFN exhibits a premolding structure through a process of resin filling and grinding, thereby maintaining a higher degree of design freedom. Figure 1 shows the construction of Two-Layer Rt-QFN processes schematically. The bottom side is firstly etched using a rolled Cu raw material in the same way as the lead frame. Then, it is roughened to improve interfacial adhesion with the resin material, followed by the resin filling and grinding to form the middle layer structure. Additional Cu layer is to be formed by sputtering and plating, and the final upper and lower structures are formed by secondary etching. Finally, it undergoes surface finishing and cutting processes to create the final product.
2.2. Two-Layer Rt-QFN Main Key Process

The two-layer Rt-QFN substrate forms an additional Cu layer through a copper-sputtering and -plating process. The total thickness of the Cu layer is up to about 15-μm, and it is composed of a 0.3-μm-thick Cu seed layer and a 15-μm-thick copper plating layer [19]. In the case of the Cu seed layer, it was introduced by the sputtering method to improve the adhesion between the resin surface and copper plating of the two-layer Rt-QFN.

In the two-layer Rt-QFN substrate, the seed layer is formed using only pure copper without using titanium, chromium, or nickel, which are seed materials used to realize high interfacial adhesion [20]. However, it is difficult to easily realize high adhesion between the resin and the metal interface without an additional adhesion layer. In fact, when the Cu seed/Cu plating layer was implemented on the resin surface, interfacial peeling occurred due to the deterioration of the bonding force between the resin surface and the metal material, as shown in Figure 2. To resolve this problem, a linear ion source (LIS) module using ion beam plasma pretreatment technology was introduced, as shown in Figure 3 [21–28].

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of two-layer Rt-QFN Manufacturing Process.

Figure 2. Example of Cu layer peeling failure: (a) Delamination of Cu layer on resin surface; (b) SEM image for the resulting open failure.

Figure 3. HDS Cu sputtering process w/plasma pretreatment to secure high adhesion.
Figure 4 shows the current density uniformity in the width direction of the LIS module, which was developed through joint research with KIMS (Korea Institute of Materials Science, Tribology Coating Lab., Ph.D. J. -K. Kim, Ph.D. Y. -J. Jang). It was confirmed that a uniform current density (within ±10%) was exhibited in the 420 mm width section, and it was confirmed that it had a sufficient effective width for a width of about 150 to 350 mm required for product manufacturing. Through this, a wide area of resin surface can be sufficiently activated by using the collimated mode of LIS in an Ar atmosphere inside a vacuum chamber to realize high adhesion in the two-layer Rt-QFN manufacturing method.

![Figure 4. Current density profile of HDS LIS module.](image)

3. Two-Layer Rt-QFN Substrate Characteristics

3.1. Surface Characterizations

The main factors in the copper plating process, which is the core process of a two-layer Rt-QFN substrate, include surface roughness, flatness (dimples), and plating thickness. This is related to the high quality of two-layer Rt-QFN, and control in the process is important because defects related to reliability may occur in the customer’s postprocessing. The copper plating thickness of two-layer Rt-QFN is set and produced within the range of minimum 10~maximum 15 µm thickness management. In addition, in order to minimize defects in the customer postprocessing and the final customer product, the plating process was optimized to improve the uniformity of the thickness, surface roughness, and flatness compared with the existing plating method by controlling the additive concentration and Anode distance.

In the case of the existing plating method, as shown in Figure 5, a dimple of up to 2.5 µm was confirmed depending on the rough surface roughness and the position of the product surface, showing uneven flatness, whereas in the case of the new plating method through control, excellent surface roughness and the flatness of the zero dimple level was confirmed in Figure 5. In addition, in the case of copper plating thickness, when 2.5~3.5 ASD current was used, a uniform layer with ±5% thickness deviation was realized in the entire area of the two-layer Rt-QFN product, as shown in Figure 6. In addition, after plating the copper plating 10-µm-thick, when the surface was observed using a 3D profile (OLS5000, Olympus), excellent uniformity and surface roughness were confirmed on the copper plating surface in Figure 7.
Figure 5. Cu layer flatness before (left) and after (right) Cu plating improvement.

Figure 6. Cu thickness uniformity after Cu plating process.

Figure 7. Surface roughness profile of Cu plating layer in two-layer Rt-QFN.

3.2. The Interfacial Adhesion Property and Reliability

Before the reliability evaluation of the two-layer Rt-QFN substrate, the adhesion force evaluation at the interface was performed. This must be verified because it is directly related to human life in semiconductor substrates for vehicles (self-driving and electric vehicles, etc.) requiring high reliability. As a verification and evaluation method, the crosscut peel-off tape test of the resin/Cu seed/Cu plating interface was performed immediately after the copper plating process. In this evaluation method, four types of tape were used through the ASTM D3359 test method [29,30], and up to Tesa#7475 tape, having a strength of 1.2 kgf/cm or more was used. As a result, as shown in Figure 8, both the 5B Level (ASTM D3359 High Level) result and the interfacial adhesion force of 1.2 kgf/cm or more were confirmed at the resin/Cu seed/Cu plating interface, and in the SEM image of Figure 8, the resin and Cu interface Excellent adhesion results were confirmed without peeling between them.
Figure 8. Adhesive strength evaluation method: (a) Example photo of Crosscut test; (b) SEM microscope between resin and Cu interface.

Additionally, in order to verify the interfacial adhesion according to the pretreatment effect, we compared it with the crosscut peel-off tape test under the three conditions of no pretreatment acid, dipping, and LIS pretreatment at the resin/Cu seed layer/Cu plating interface. As shown in Figure 9, 0 kgf/cm in no pretreatment and 1.2 kgf/cm in LIS pretreatment were confirmed. Through this, it was possible to verify the effect of the LIS pretreatment once more [31]. To confirm the high reliability of the two-layer Rt-QFN substrate, we performed a moisture absorption evaluation of the product immediately after copper plating and finally manufactured the product. The moisture absorption evaluation was carried out by maintaining it at 85 °C/85% temperature/humidity condition for 5 h, as shown in Figure 10. As a result, we confirmed that there was no delamination or cracks at the resin/Cu interface in the intermediate and final product. Figure 10 shows the status of the samples after moisture absorption evaluation of the intermediate product and the final finished product and their resultant Cu/resin interface, which was observed through an SEM microscope. Through this, we confirmed that the resin/Cu interface of the two-layer Rt-QFN showed high reliability.

Figure 9. Effect of plasma treatment on adhesion strength between resin and Cu interface.

Figure 10. Moisture absorption evaluation of two-layer Rt-QFN: (a) Peel off tape test after moisture absorption; (b) SEM image of the interface between resin and Cu.
3.3. Thermal Property Analysis with CAE Simulation

In order to evaluate the thermal performance of the two-layer Rt-QFN substrate, a comparative analysis by CAE simulation was performed on the LGA type substrate and the Rt-QFN substrate having almost the same package structure. In the case of the LGA or MIS type substrate, the upper and lower layers are connected through a number of small Cu vias, whereas in the Rt-QFN substrate, both layers are connected through large-area Cu bumps formed by the etching process. The thermal analysis conditions were assumed by applying different thermal conductivity of materials included in each substrate under the conditions of applying the same chip design. The thermal conductivity of EMC, Cu, and resin was applied as 160, 400, and 0.89 W/mK, respectively.

As a result of the CAE simulation, it was confirmed that the thermal resistance of the Rt-QFN substrate was lowered by about 23% compared with the LGA-type substrate, and thus the maximum chip temperature was reduced by about 12%. (Figure 11) This analysis result is presumably due to the structural advantage of the Rt-QFN substrate. In the Rt-QFN substrate, the Cu intermediate layer implemented as a small via hole in the laminated substrate is replaced with a large-area Cu bump so that more heat is expected to be released through the corresponding passage.

As another example of thermal performance evaluation analysis, a thermal performance comparison with AlN ceramic substrate was performed. Similarly, we compared a 65-µm-sized Cu via on a ceramic substrate with a 510-µm-wide Cu bump replaced with a nearly identical structure. The thermal analysis conditions assumed to use a heat source of 0.1 W/mm² power of the Si chip, and the thermal conductivity of AlN, Cu, and resin were applied as 160, 400, and 0.89 W/mK, respectively. From the analysis results, we were able to confirm the following two things: First, it was confirmed that the AlN substrate and the Rt-QFN substrate showed different types of heat dissipation paths through the heat flux distribution in the cross-sectional view. Second, in the case of the AlN substrate, most of the heat is evenly radiated through the ceramic material, whereas in the Rt-QFN substrate, almost no heat is emitted through the resin with low thermal conductivity and only through the Cu bump. (Figure 12) However, the thermal conductivity of Cu material is superior to that of ceramic material, and in the case of Rt-QFN, since it has a wide area of the thermal path, which is the Cu bump, it leads to almost the same level of heat dissipation performance and, accordingly, it is confirmed that the maximum chip temperature is at a similar level.

Figure 10. Moisture absorption evaluation of two-layer Rt-QFN: (a) Structure of LGA/MIS substrate and Rt-QFN substrate; (b) Heat dissipation performance.

Figure 11. Comparison of heat dissipation performance between LGA and Rt-QFN substrate: (a) Structure of LGA/MIS substrate and Rt-QFN substrate; (b) Heat dissipation performance.
Figure 12. Comparison of heat dissipation performance between Ceramic and Rt-QFN substrate: (a) AlN Substrate; (b) Rt-QFN Substrate.

4. Summary

Two-layer Rt-QFN substrate technology has been proposed as a new substrate based on the existing lead frame technology, as exhibiting a higher degree of design freedom and excellent thermal dissipation performance and reliability. By introducing a special type of plasma technology and grafting it with sputtering, we were able to maintain high adhesion strength of over 1.2 kgf/cm between the Cu and the resin interface while directly forming a Cu layer on the resin surface without any other adhesion layer, such as Ti, Ni, or Cr. As a result, we were able to confirm the high reliability through moisture absorption evaluation of the final product.

In addition, it was confirmed that the Rt-QFN fabricated using the above technology exhibited structurally excellent heat dissipation characteristics. Rt-QFN substrate showed up to 23% better thermal performance than the laminated substrate under the assumption of implementing a similar design. Furthermore, it was confirmed that it exhibited heat dissipation properties close to the same level as ceramic substrates with excellent heat dissipation properties. It is expected to be used as a substrate for the fields requiring high heat dissipation performance, such as LED applications.
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